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9K Vke Mosmmcj,
"1 met God in the morning,
When the day was at its best,
And His presence came like sunrise
Like a glory in my breast.

"Other ships were blown
Other ships were sore
But the winds that seemed
Brought to us a perfect

"All day long the presence lingered,
All day long He stayed with me,
And we sailed with perfect calmness,
O'er a very troubled sea.

"Then I thought of other mornings
With a keen remorse of mind,
When I too had loosed the mooring,
With Thy presence left behind.

"So I think I know the secret, learned
From many a troubled way,
You must seek Him in the morning
If you want Him through the day."

and battened,
distressed,
to drive them
rest.
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General Conference-1948
C. N. Hostetter,

Jr. • General
Moderator

HE seventy-eighth annual General Conference of the Brethren in Christ Church
will soon be in session. This meeting annually costs the members of the Church
thousands of dollars and quite a number
of years of time in the aggregate. This
investment of time, money and effort
should yield returns to the glory of God
and the upbuilding of the Kingdom. To
make this Conference session profitable
and pleasant may I suggest the following.
1. That we all remember that the Conference body meets as the guest of the Central Conference District. The membership
in this Conference District is comparatively
few in number and scattered in residence.
Conference attendance in this District is
usually second highest among the several
Conference Districts. Therefore, the burden of cost and service rests more heavily
upon this District than upon any other.
Our appreciation for what they do for us
should be proportionate.
2. Let us remember that the Conference
meets for the purpose of extending the borders of the kingdom of God. The Church
is Christ's medium of ministration in the
world. We do not meet to keep ecclesiastical machinery running, to solve difficulties, to compromise differences. We do
meet in order that the Church may better
do the work of her Lord in the world,
which is her field of service. May the program of every general church board and
the work of every committee and everv
decision of the Conference session keep in
mind this fundamental purpose of the
Conference.

T

Conference

3. Let us remember that the secondary
aim of the Conference is to provide fellowship for Christian believers in the Lord.
This fellowship should include information, instruction and inspiration. To this
end the church boards have provided programs setting forth the work being done
under their auspices. To this end the
Bible Conference program, worship services, special meetings and evangelistic services are provided. May every attendant at
the Conference find grace and blessing!
We pray that sinners coming on the
grounds may be saved and believers hungering for holiness may be sanctified.
4. Let us remember we are doing our
work in these last and "perilous days."
The Church is nearly always in a crisis.
Year by year she faces new opportunities
and subtle temptations. These facts should
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constrain us to ask the help of God and
seek the guidance and the presence of His
Spirit. Only as God works through His
Church by the mighty operations of His
Spirit can God's purpose and plan be
realized. May there be much praying and
waiting on God before and during the time
that Conference assembles!
5. Let us remember that heavy responsibility rests upon our Conference body. I
doubt if there is a decade that has registered so much change in personnel of the
Conference body as the one just past.
During the last eleven years the chairmanship^ of every general church board has
been changed. During the same time twenty or more districts have chosen new overseers. Only eight bishops in the Canadian
and United States Church are now on the
active list who were serving eleven years
ago. We need the gracious guiding hand
of God in this Conference. May we have a
disposition of heart and mind that will
make it possible for God to reveal His
will!—Messiah Bible College.

A Spiritual Church is a
Growing Church
Henry

G. Brubaker - General
Secretary

W

E need to humbly recognize the soverign will and power of Almighty
God in the near approaching convocation
of the Seventy-eight Annual General Conference of the Brethren in Christ Church.
He has directed our beloved Brotherhood
throughout these many years. He has im-

A picture of the commodious 40 x 80 Tabernacle of the Memorial Holiness
Camp Ground, one mile west of West Milton, Ohio, where the General Conference
of the Brethrten in Christ will convene June 9, 1948.

Conference

parted to us the light of holiness and endued us with the Spirit of God, so that our
hearts are quickened, and our spiritual
strength is renewed.
We may well anticipate the coming days
of General Conference as a period of holy
fellowship and a time of real mountaintop experiences with the risen Christ and
with one another. For some it will mean
a deeper consecration and a total abandonment to all the will of God. In all of us
these high tides of the spiritual sweeps of
glory will kindle anew the flame of sacrifice, the burden of soul-passion and sacrificial devotion to Christ and His Church.
In these annual counsel fellowships, God
has been favorable to us. He has blessed
us abundantly. We are made conscious
that He has given us a goodly heritage
which has stemmed out of a long and honored past. We need repeatedly to remind
ourselves of this spiritual heritage and see
to it that our moorings are in alignment
with the eternal purposes of God as revealed in His Word.
We are a growing and expanding church.
We grow in our understanding of the eternal grace and plan of His salvation. This
leads us on to ever more and larger types
of service to mankind. This growth and
(Continued on page seven)
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"Know Thyself"
The Holy Ghost and Us"

Conference and Councils are a part of growing healthy and prosperous church
the history of the Christian church. Ac- certain situations are continually arising
tivity and example of the early church as that charity, kindness and consideration
revealed in the book of Acts hold ideolo- one for another are the only ingredients
gies that challenge every spirit-filled Chris- that will melt and weld us together. Then,
too, decisions are going to have to be artian to use as patterns.
What a great moment in church history rived at. Someone will need to offer the
when James steps forth in the Jerusalem resolution that will eventually become the
conference and is successful in presenting official action. At no place in church aca resolution that carries these marvelous tivity is the Holy Spirit's leadership needdeclarations in connection therewith—"It ed more greatly. Certainly no room exists
seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us for personal and selfish aggrandizement.
that—." Amid problems and discussions
As a church that believes, teaches and at
that arise in church conferences forthcom- least in a measure, practices second blessing have been very complete revelations of ing holiness we are coming together as
the faith and character of church leaders. brethren. Those blessed exchanges of greetIf the church under every provocation and ings and salutations and sitting together
in the solution of each problem had always at the first service around the communion
been able to say "It seemed good to the table are ties that still further unite and
Holy Ghost and to us—," many divisions, advance us toward conference sessions
factions and bitter feuds would have been with love unfeigned and holy purpose to
avoided.
discharge our duties humbly and sincerely
It is very likely that during General in the fear of God. Even so to this end
Conference, convening the early part of help us our God and Father in the Name of
June, opinions and views will again differ the Lord Jesus Christ, Amen.
on the floor of General Conference. In a
—/. N. H.

The Beauty of Holiness
Has it ever occured to you that holiness
is the most beautiful thing in the world?
That being true, and I believe it is, let me
ask you this question: Do we see enough
of the beauty of holiness in God's people?
We preach and teach holiness, but do our
children, neighbors and friends see enough
of the beauty of holiness in our lives?
In the Ninety-sixth Psalm, the ninth
verse, the Psalmist calls us to worship the
Lord in the beauty of holiness. It is this
spirit of worship which we wish to emphasize here.
In the main, the holiness people are
characterized by the spirit of informality
in their worship. Certainly Christian freedom has its place. Someone has said,
"Christian freedom is being yourself in the
Holy Spirit." True, we need the quickening of the Spirit to set our souls on fire,
but the same Good Spirit will teach us to
behave ourselves beautifully in the house
of worship.
Suppose you observe your congregation
next Sunday and write down the things
that were beautiful in your worship service,
then write down the things which could be
improved in that worship service. When
you take your place in the pew next Sunday, instead of whispering to your neighbor, why not bow your head and breath a
prayer for the service and for the preacher.
You may have forgotten to do that in the

family worship. If the preacher or the
Sunday School teacher makes a good point
in his message which blesses you, do not
turn to your neighbor and make further
comment. To do so, you may mar the
beauty of holiness in your worship.
If you arrive a little early at church,
why not sit quietly in your pew and read
or meditate on God's Word. Remember,
obedience to God's Word brings cleansing
and holiness. Learn the art of being quiet
and listening.
Of course the beauty of holiness must
be in the heart and demonstrated in the
home before it can be realized in the house
of God.
Why not preach a sermon once a year
on the true spirit of worship. Let us, I
pray, enhance our beauty of holiness as we
worship together in God's holy presence.
" 0 come, let us worship the Lord in the
beauty of holiness."
— / . F. L.

know themselves. Ought not all of us
pray with the psalmist of old, "Search me,
0 God, and know my heart: try me, and
know my thoughts: and see if there be any
wicked way in me and lead me in the way
everlasting?"
— / . A. C.

The above title are the words of Thales,
the first of the Ionian school of Greek
philosophy. Besides being noted for other
things he is celebrated also for his practical wisdom.
It may be more necessary for us to know
our limitations than to know our capabilities. Many great men may have failed because they had not learned the secret of
knowing their weak points. The necessity
of self-discipline cannot be superseded by
the most successful preaching. It has been
said that "a chain is only as strong as its
weakest link." Likewise Paul recognized
the strength of weakness. Knowing himself and the weak points which he had he
declared: "But I keep under my body, and
bring it into subjection: lest by any means,
when I have preached to others, I myself
should be a castaway."
While it is true that man should know
his limitations the knowledge of the same
should not hinder him in doing his best
and attempting great things for God and
his fellowmen. No doubt you have met
people who did not know their capabilities
and were afraid to try something worth
while. Outstanding possibilities are found
within the weakest and for you and me to
say " I can't" before we have tried is certainly not knowing ourselves. The only
way I can know myself is by attempting
to do things which I have not done before.
When within you there are tremendous potential possibilities why not develop them
with fear and trembling? You don't know
what you can do until you try.
This business of knowing oneself must
include self-examination, for how can you
know yourself without putting yourself to
test? Well has Shakespeare said:"To thine
ownself be true and it follows as the night
the day, thou canst not then be false to any
man." How deep rooted are our convictions? With the Lord Jesus Christ we can
associate with publicans and sinners and
not be contaminated by them. Above all
we should see that our lives are tested by
the principles of the New Testament. A
certain person has said: "There must be a
firm stand in relation to the questionable
things of our time, the things that seem
to lie on the border-land between good and
evil."
"Let a man examine himself" are the
words of the apostle Paul. Let us learn to
know ourselves so that knowing our evil
ways we may put them away; knowing our
weak points we can strengthen them; find
what is lacking we can go after them; and
thus attain the spiritual fitness which is
becoming to the sincere child of God. Too
many people are trying to learn all about
the other person instead of learning to
(Concluded in adjoining column)
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Advice to Those Looking Forward
to Christian Service

Knowledge—The Bible is the text book
for Christian service. A personal knowledge of pardoning grace and sanctifying
power is one of the greatest gifts that has
ever come to a human being, but add to
that the knowledge necessary for true
Christian service. It may mean the burning of midnight oil. Sometimes it is necessary in giving help to others that you
have a knowledge of Divine religious truths
to throw light on some subject that may
not have entered into your personal salvation.

188
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Bishop C. N. Hostetter,
INCE God's word says we have all sinned
—to render Christian service, it is first
necessary that we know that we are Christians. I want to mention four requisites
which are of great value to those contemplating giving their time in Christian service,—piety, natural gifts, knowledge and
skill.
Piety consists of reverence toward God
and proper respect toward man. This word
does not appear very often in the scriptures. It does, however, convey the same
meaning as the word, godliness or godlikeness. It is the prime requisite to efficient
Christian service. This inspires the worker with ardent zeal. It keeps a live burning flame within amid all the icy indifference by which the worker is often encompassed. Piety always gains for the worker
the good will of his associates and captures
the sympathy of those whom he instructs.
Even the ungodly often feel and are affected by this devout earnestness and agree
it is becoming and entitles the Christian
worker to at least a measure of respect.
Pious living, associated with a clear, resourceful mind, trained in the best religious and educational institutions, a friendly personality with an intellectual desire
for unselfish cooperation and a developed
spiritual life, including a knowledge and
assurance that Jesus Christ alone is the
Saviour of men, is of untold value to everyone called to give Christian service. The
true function of the Church is the declaration of truth in the world. Christian workers to be at their best must be partakers
of this truth.
Paul in writing to Timothy said, " I may
be detained in coming, to you but I am
writing to you so that you may know how
to behave yourself in the house of God.
Let no one despise thy youth, but set the
believers an example." In what? Why in
speech, in behavior, in love, in faith, in
purity. Piety furnishes the motive power,
in our Christian service. The Church is
God's instrument—it is the pillar and
ground of the truth. The Church is God's
bill board in the world, to display His
truth. By her truth is to be raised up that
men may see it. This teaching is in perfect harmony with the sayings of our Lord
Jesus Christ.
"Ye are the light of the world, A city
that is set on a hill cannot be hid. Neither
do men light a candle and put it in a
bushel, but on a candlestick and it giveth
light unto all that are in the house. Let
your light so shine before men that they

S

Sr.

may see your good works and glorify your
father which is in heaven."
"Great is the mystery of godliness."
Bible students tell us this clause could be
rendered just as true, if we would read it
'great is the mystery of godlikeness or true
piety.' No doubt we would all say to Paul,
'you are right, this is a mystery. Where
shall we find this godlikeness or true
piety?' The answer follows—the writer
leaves the abstract ideal of godliness and
turns to a concrete and positive example
in whom godlikeness or piety is revealed.
God was manifest in the flesh, justified in
the spirit, seen of angels, preached unto
the gentiles, believed on in the world, received up into glory "as thou hast sent me
into the world, even so have I also sent
them into the world."
Natural Gifts—"Neglect not the gift that
is in thee." Be sure to develop your natural gifts. Never become dismayed because
someone excells you on certain lines. You
are just a little different from someone
else, get next to yourself. Do not let others
do all your thinking—develop a capacity
for real thoughtful ness and fruitful meditation. Do not let your emotions dry up
on you or your joys sweep you into fanatical enthusiasm. You need a vigorous imagination, you have some resourcefulness
of your own—develop it by the Grace of
God. Cultivate forceful expression—many
programs contain the finest kind of material but fail in effect because expression
lacks. Many persons in Christian service
are not strong public speakers—others are
not gospel singers. Some are just natural
exhorters but lack in quality as real teachers. Give the best kind of attention to your
natural gifts, do not be imitators only.
Develop a disposition that is friendly, kind,
c o m p a s s i o n a t e , loving, full of true
courtesy and impartial. Whatever natural
gifts you may possess, they are subjects for
improvement and can be developed by the
Grace of God far beyond your conscious
possession.
r^vwwvwwwwvwwvm

Likes To Read the Bible
In writing to a friend, Brother Joshua
S. Lehman, Markham, Ont., stated, "You
asked how is the Bible reading coming on?
I can say, "Good as ever. From April 26,
1941 to April 26, 1948—exactly 7 years,
I have read the Bible through 109 times
and I like to read it as well as ever."

My dear young people, you who are
looking forward to entering the field of
Christian service, I wish I could indelibly
stamp upon your mind and conscience the
fact that Bible knowledge, next to the
knowledge of personal salvation, is your
greatest need. To all of you who contemplate giving your life to the Master in
Christian service, who expect to continue
your school work until you obtain a degree, my advice is that the first one that
you aim for is one in Theology.
Do not forget you may have to give academic instruction, first aid work for better
health, give manual training in building
and shop work, teach domestic science but
this is all minor—your major task is to
make Christ known as the Redeemer and
Saviour of men. You may go through
school and lay claim to your A. B. degree
with high honors, your B. S. in like manner—but your call is for Christian service
and that which you need most you have the
least of. In a general way you can obtain
your A. B. or B. S degrees on a very minor
proportion of Bible study. And unless
especially guarded, there will be danger of
a swing to a greater educational and less
Christian service. You need a knowledge
of human nature in its relation to religious
truth. We all need a knowledge of the
fact that selfish motives operated in the
interest of selfish gain will speedily terminate our Christian usefulness. Let me
repeat—to succeed in Christian service and
obtain its highest object is to make all associate efforts bend to the object of making
Christ known as the Redeemer of mankind.
A physician who answered the call of a mission board and thought he was prepared to
be a good missionary, wrote to this board
saying, "I have no desire to go abroad and
make poor Christians out of good Mohammedans but I would very much like to go
to cure their stomach ache." A certain lady
answering a call in respect to teaching, who
was a doctor of Philosophy, a professor
of Science, wrote thus: "I believe in education, but the two are related in no logical manner in my opinion." These applicants no doubt were very sincere but did
not understand that mission boards do not
exist for mere humanitarian or educational purposes. Mission boards are looking
for a spiritual, dynamic and an evangelis-
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Grounding the Church in the
Doctrine of Non-Resistance
Eber B. Dourte
HE Brethren in Christ Church has felt
since its inception that one of its God
given purposes is to remain distinct in
teaching and practicing all of the Scriptures and emphasizing those which have
been neglected by many other religious
groups.
The Doctrine of Non-resistance has always been one of the significant doctrines
of our church, however doctrines become
an integral part of any individual or group
only as they are tried and found to work
practically as well as theoretically.
Only in the last thirty year period have
we as a church been able to apply this
doctrine to a military situation.
The Church has been fortunate in having
as large a percentage of its constituency
loyal to this Doctrine as there were. However, during this time of testing we have
recently undergone, we have been tried and
found wanting even greater loyalty and
more zealous support in applying Nonresistance.
A few of our young men entered the
army; others perhaps due to lack of proper development of conscience against
sharing in anything military accepted the
#1-A0 position. The testimony of some in
this group is that they accepted this position because they lacked the spiritual
stamina to divorce themselves entirely from
the military setup; others admitted a lack
of faith in God to see them through the uncertainty of a dark future with bitter opposition and no financial remuneration.
The test of the recent war indicates that
we as a church still need to emphasize the
need of being grounded in the Doctrines
of Peace. In the HISTORY OF PENNSYLVANIA by Dunaway, it is stated that dur-

T

tic purpose in their recruits. And the only
spiritual dynamic is the Living Spirit of
the crucified and risen Christ Himself!
This means simply bringing together the
forces of piety, natural gifts and knowledge
in a concentrated and powerful effort
against the enemies of God and right, and
an attractive presentation of Christ and redemptive blessing. Skill is largely acquired of practice. To be skillful in Christian
service means living right, a forceful individual having personality that can present, the truths of God without fear or
favor.
Piety furnishes motive power;
natural gifts, cultivated as far as possible,
furnish means; knowledge gives material;
and skillful administration means greater
fields for Christian service.
—Washington Bow,

Pa.

ing the Revolution there were 50,000 CO's
in Pennsylvania alone. Statisticians tell us
that the population of the world doubles
every 168.3 years. In the years since the
Revolution if the Pennsylvania CO's alone
would have doubled their own kind, we can
see that our forces would have been even
stronger than they were.
Scripture becomes no less true because
people refuse to believe in its truth. We
are living in a day when men have devised
interpretations to scripture that suit their
own fancies. Religious leaders who one
time attached their names to articles written in opposition to war are now declaring
war to be justifiable and essential to national security. With the integrity of the
scriptures being thus blasphemed, Paul
would declare even more loudly now than
to the Hebrews when in chapter 2 and verse
1 he wrote "Therefore we ought to give
the more earnest heed to the things which
we have heard lest at any time we should
let them slip."
The threat of Peacetime Conscription,
Communism with its godless emphasis and
the breaking down of a conscience against
war will try the church in the coming

(5)
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years. It becomes very imperative that all
our church constituency be well grounded
in, the Doctrine of Non-resistance.
In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus warns
of the consequence of growing cold in the
Doctrines, when in Matthew 6:23 He said
"If therefore the light that is in thee be
darkness, how great is that darkness." The
converse of this is also very true, that if
the light we have received remain light
in our hearts, how great is that light.
Men's efforts for peace or to symbolize peace have been futile outside
of God. In July 1938 the lighting of the
Eternal Peace Light Memorial at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, symbolized men's efforts for peace in a "Nation United."
Yet within our own country, we have strife,
political unrest and violence which in
themselves indicate men's futility in planing peace.
The reality of the Peace Jesus brings
places us as a Church under greater obligation to hold high the banner of peace.
This must be done by revising our personal standard of values and reemphasizing
the most important ones. We will face
these standards by asking ourselves some
questions.
Shall I obey God or m a n ?
Will I be willing to accept ignominy or
do I want popularity?
Will I base my decisions on myself or
on faith in God? The mountain moving
God of the Disciple's day is still able to
Continued on page thirteen)

Brethren in Christ
Susan K. Herr
The striking words, "to the Saints and
Faithful Brethren in Christ," found in the
first clause of the first chapter of Colossians and the second verse, very noticeably
took my attention in reading the Bible. It
not only gives the name of our church but
also describes our actions toward that
name. We should be faithful Brethren in
Christ.
I particularly like the name because it
doesn't suggest any person or organization
but especially those in Christ. The apostle
Paul heard and saw the zeal of this church
and gave them due recognition.
Let us stop for a moment and consider
this name. The name whereby each one
of us, who are affiliated with the Brethren
in Christ church are a part. Our doctrine
expects each member to be born again, to
give a testimony of the grace and peace
which are also mentioned in this same
verse. This immediately would take us out
of the realm of this sinful thinking world
into a new realm of thinking as implied
in Romans 12:2 when it says, "And be not
conformed to this world, but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind, that

ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable and perfect will of God." Therefore our minds would be renewed, which
would mean as defined, to begin again.
Our thoughts had been running in worldly
channels before—how to make more money, how to dress our very best, how to
mingle more intelligently with the social
circles, how to gain reputation, etc. But
now we have had our minds changed and
renewed and we begin to think on things
that are lovely, honest, of good report,
virtuous, praiseworthy, and things that pertain to godliness. Our interests will be
now, to give more, to dress more modestly
(not to be caught with the long look or
the short look) but be modest and sober
in our thinking and dressing. Then we are
concerned how intelligently we might approach the unsaved and how our character
rates. These will all help us to be worthy
of the name for which we stand.
May God bless each of us with grace and
peace which comes from God the Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ and challenge each
one of us to be Faithful Brethren in Christ.
Mount Joy, Pa.
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same statement with a few revisions and a
few additions was again used on April 17.
The" particular additions made for the April
17 hearing contained a brief story of our
relief activities and our voluntary service
program.
Gaeddert
It is difficult to estimate just what impressions are made by our statements. The
talk and to ask questions. One provision
only remark heard from any of the Comof the House Bill provided for deferrment
mittee members was that made by Chairof conscientious objectors. Chairman Anman Andrews on April 17, when he redrews asked for our reaction to this promarked following the reading of the statevision. The MCC Peace Section had not
ment: "A very good testimony." It needs
been able to learn how the constituent
to be pointed out that this is a privilege
groups felt about deferrment, consequently
granted by our government, for which we
we asked that we might register our official
should be grateful; it is to be counted a
reaction at a later date. We enquired of
privilege to be able to register in this perthe Armed Services Committee whether the
sonal manner the concerns of a people.
deferrment clause represented a new trend
The impressions one gathered were that
in dealing with conscientious objectors; but
Chairman Andrews merely answered that universal military training has a very limitthe final writing of the bill was not yet ed chance of passing at least during this
made and he did not know what such a session of Congress. At the same time, it
appears that there is more than a 50-50
bill would contain.
chance for some kind of Selective Draft
Both of our statements were directed to- legislation to be enacted. The whole matward opposing universal military training, ter is, however, still in the hands of our
Selective Service draft provisions, or any Congressmen, and the time is very ripe for
military training service. Our concerns letters, personal visits, and delegations to
were expressed being based upon our faith congressmen to express our deep concerns
in Christ and upon our own experience as regarding pending legislation. The Chrisa people. The statement used March 31 tian also has the avenue of prayer open.
was prepared by Rev. Don Smucker; this
—The Mennonite.

M.C.C. Appears Before Armed
Services Committees
Albert
The following article by Albert Gaeddert
gives an account of the presentation to the
respective committees in Washington of
"The Statement of Position," as printed in
the Evangelical Visitor of April 19, 1948.
Bishop C. N. Hostetter, Jr., of Messiah
Bible College, Grantham, Pa., represented
the Brethren in Christ Church.
N March 31, at 4:50 P.M. a delegation
of seven people representing the Mennonite groups and the Brethren in Christ
Church in the United States were granted
a hearing before the Senate Armed Services Committee on the question of universal military training and probable draft
legislation. Again on April 17, the same
privilege was granted to appear before the
House Armed Services Committee. Any
group wanting to heard and wanting the
privilege to appear before a congressional
committee needs to file such request in
writing, and we were alerted to do' so by
members of our National Service Board in
Washington.

O

Both Committees received us courteously.
The Senate Armed Services Committee
seemed somewhat more passive in the hearings, especially when opponents of the bill
Lois Raser
testified. The Brethren Service Committee,
We are in a difficult world and we ask
the National Service Board for Religious
Young people's societies could benefiObjectors, and the Mennonite Central Com- earnestly, "What is t r u t h ? " We look to cially sponsor studies of the MANUAL.
mittee testified the same afternoon and our Church, saying "Does She have i t ? " The Catholics instill their doctrines so
followed one another in the above named Vibrantly aware that She holds the anchor, deeply into the minds of children by orsequence. No questions were asked either our Church recognizes Her great commis- ganized indoctrination that the children
of these groups, either during the reading sion to preach and teach. Her opportunity never forget. Should we, who are so asof the prepared statement or following. An lies in youth's questioning.
sured of our vital message, do less?
interesting feature on the afternoon of
Thus comes the Indoctrination program.
The Church, awakening, has issued a
March 31 was the presence of a large num- And yet many young people experience valuable ally to the MANUAL—a Workber of Mennonite and Brethren in Christ first a feeling of blankness when the "In- book. Just as tests in school insure abfolks in the audience of the Committee doctrination program" is mentioned. The sorbing rather than merely being exposed
Room. Letters had been written to pastors California girl who fondly reads the to knowledge, the Workbook will help to
»f churches in the Washington neighbor- MANUAL FOR CHRISTIAN YOUTH as establish the contents of the MANUAL in
hood telling our people of the hearings part of her evening devotions is an excep- the scholars' minds. Planned for upper
and stating that in the afternoon of March tion. If more followed her example, there teen age groups, but valuable for a wider
31 the MCC delegation would testify. Rev. would be a greater understanding of the age range, it utilizes modern educational
Don E. Smucker served as spokesman for Biblical background for church doctrines. methods in presenting questions on materthe MCC delegation, and before giving his Instead of saying, "Why do we believe ial in the MANUAL.
statement he called attention to the large this?", the questioning young people would
The Workbook not only teaches the Binumber of "Plain People" in the audience know. Reluctance and doubts must pass
who were there because of their concern away when one reads "Thus saith the ble but handles associated questions in
practical Christian living. The author
for pending legislation.
Lord."
shows an understanding of the fact that we
On Saturday, April 17, at 10 A.M. we
The MANUAL clearly explains the be- do not live in seclusion. Our awareness
appeared again, and this time before the liefs of the Church. The main drawback of the skeptical world about us is his
House Armed Services Committee. An at- is that not all of our young people are awareness also. But an anchor is presentmosphere of a somewhat more leisurely acquainted with the MANUAL. A Cana- ed. Indoctrination will acquaint us with
consideration was evident before this dian wrote, " I have never read the MAN- that Anchor.—Dallas Center, Iowa.
group. Questions were asked following the UAL FOR CHRISTIAN YOUTH but have
presentation of our statement, and even always intended to do so." Many just
after adjournment Congressmen stayed to haven't gotten around to it.
Backsliding begins in the knees.

Youth s Response to Indoctrination
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Back On The Field
A.D.M.
UR last letter was sent to you from
Bombay, on the west coast of India.
Now we have arrived at home, after our
sojourn of about twenty-two months. Upon
arriving here in Saharsa, and meeting the
folks in the Mission, and our many Hindu
and Mohammedan friends, who all greet
us with smiles and compliments, it almost
seems that we have just returned from a
short trip to Calcutta or the hills. And
some of them have said, after we were
here only a few hours, that it does not seem
as though we had been away so long.

O

It has taken us about a week to rest up
from our strenuous trip and the strain of
our work in Bombay. As we look back
over the past two years, it really seems
almost like a dream. And yet, our visit
with you; your eager interest to hear and
learn about India and our work here;
your kind and sincere hospitality; all these
have been very real to us, and we shall not
forget it all.
After securing the assurance from the
proper railway official in Bomba.y that a
small freight car would be allotted to us
to ship our goods from Bombay to Saharsa,
we left Bombay on the 20th of April to
travel the 1324 miles across the country,
via Lucknow, to our home here. In Bombay of course one can see plenty of merchandise of all kinds for sale, with prices
very high. But as we left the hustle and
bustle of that city and started across the
hot dry country, we were made to feel the
hunger, thirst, and poverty, of India, as
never before.
In contrast to your stores piled high
with tempting things to eat and wear or use
in the house and farm, all clean and neat,
we came through an India that is hot,—90°
in our compartment in the train—dusty
and dry, with its people scantily clad, illnourished yet trying to eke out an existence. The railway trains we found poorly
kept up—really in a bad state of disrepair
—so much so that even in first class accommodations we had to join the bare ends
of two wires to get a light in our compartment! Fittings have been stolen out or
broken to pieces, and things generally left
to go to wreck and ruin. The farther east
we came the worse it seemed to get, until
on our branch line here, there is no light
or fan in the upper class compartments on
the trains.
And again it was very apparent that the
farther we got away from the port cities,
the more the country and people seem to
have reverted (generally speaking) to an
acceptance of unkemptness that is distressing. Being here now for several days

Dick
these conditions are seeming more and
more natural. But the contrast between
America and India never struck us so
forcibly as this time.
You are all wondering what kind of atmosphere we have found. I have spoken
with a well educated Sikh doctor; a high
salaried railway construction engineer; an
upper class magistrate; a responsible police officer; a well-to-do merchant; many
of the common people; and all my conversations have elicited the fact that nobody
seems satisfied. I am told that bribery
and corruption are much worse than before; that hold-ups and armed robberies
are steeply on the increase; that there is
too much easy access to highly placed officials who interest themselves in trivial
and petty affairs; that the Congress is losing political power; that the Socialists
(who are really communists in another
guise as far is I can discern) are gaining
momentum in the political affairs of the
country; that there is too much abrupt reform—abolishing old and established systems—before anything logical has been
arranged to take their place in the life of
the people.
One can easily see that the reaction following such a vast change in the political
life of such a great population is bound to
produce some such things. In the course
of time it is to be expected that conditions
will become more normal or more suited
to the needs of the day.
We find encouraging reports of the contacts our Mission workers are able to make
now; and that there is a large demand for
the Bible or portions of it. It looks as
though some of the more drastic reforms
being introducted by the new Government
will ease up some of the pressure being
brought to bear upon certain sections of
the population who have been interested
in Christianity—in our field the Santals for
instance.
On the whole, the air is almost electric
with the apprehension that goes with uncertainty; and this exists everywhere. There
is no doubt but that the next several years
will be full of excitement, unrest, and all
that goes with the setting up of a new regime in a land like this.
We much desire your prayers in behalf
of the work here, and especially the Indian
Church. Some of our men have already
stated that we need a great "stirring u p , "
and must bend our efforts to that end, in
prayer and preparation for revival. You
can all help in this great need.
May the Lord abundantly bless you all,
and may He help us to labor together
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valiantly and untiringly until He comes.
Before you read this in print, you may
have heard of alarming conditions out
here; but in His will nothing alarms. We
have seen in our journeys that He works
in behalf of His people and in the most
unexpected and miraculous ways. And so
our confidence is in Him.—Saharsa, India.

Spiritual Church
(Continued from page two)
expansion during the decades of the past
have constantly been freighted with problems, pains, hazards, crises, and vicissitudes of every type and description. In
the midst of all this God has kept His
blessing upon us in that we have kept our
hearts open and have continued to walk in
the light.
As we go on with God our horizons shall
be lifted and extended. New fields of service shall be opened to us. Challenges undreamed of shall face us. God will need
to illumine us to meet these new and perplexing problems. And, He is not going
to let us down. He has not in the past.
We have the assurance that the future is
going to be no different than the past. This
brings to us confidence, faith, and trust.
The questions, items, resolutions, and
problems which appear on the agenda for
this General Conference have the ear-marks
of a growing church. A spiritual church
will always grow. Growth is ever accompanied with crisis and need. As a growing
spiritual church, the Brethren in Christ
Church needs to move slowly but at the
same time very deliberately. Much prayer
needs to be offered by the prayer-warriors
of the brotherhood for this General Conference. God will always assist the faithful, the true and the loyal. Year by year
the General Conference Body has had to
rely on God more each year for guidance.
This will be no less true in the coming
years. We are ever moving toward greater
complexities, and by the same token toward victory. We are calling upon the entire church to join in intercession and
prayer in behalf of all who attend Conference, so that there might be in evidence the
spirit of true brotherly love and Christian
fellowship, as well as an abundance of
faith and fortitude and courage and undying devotion to the things Which endure.
Pray mightily that God through the General Conference, as a spiritual oasis, might
impart an abundant benediction of enriching life and blessing so that upspringing
fountains of spiritual life and vigor and
power may come upon the whole church
as the conference members and guests return home and share the inspiration which
was received while on the campus of the
General Conference at the Memorial Holiness Camp, West Milton, Ohio.
—Beulah College.
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Home Mission: Henry A. Ginder, Manheim,
Pa., R. R. 2, Canadian Treas., John Nigh.
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Christian PeUowshlp Mission, 370 First St.
S. E., Massillon. Ohio; Phone 416S. Ell H.
and Lydia Hostetler; Doris Rohrer.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor Street, Dayton,
Ohio, William and Evelyn Engle, Mary
Brandt.
God's Bove Mission, 1524 Third Ave., Detroit,
26, Michigan, Residence 3986 Humboldt
Detroit 8, Telephone, Tyler 5-1470, Harry
Hock, Supt; Catherine Hock; Edith Yoder;
Mary Sentz; Leora Kanode.
Life Bine Gospel Mission, 224 Sixth St., San
Francisco 3, Calif., Mission Home 311 Scott
St. Zone 17. Telephone, UNderhill 1-4820
Harry and Katie Buckwalter; Evelyn Frysinger; Erma Hoke.
Messiah lighthouse Chapel, 1175 Bailey St.,
Harrisburg. Penna. Joel E. and Faithe Carlson; Anna Mary Royer; Anna E. Wolgemuth.
Phone 26488.
Orlando Mission, 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla.
Telephone 4312, Charles and Myrtle Nye;
Decia Calhoun.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. Second Street,
Philadelphia, Penna. William and Anna
Rosenberry; Anita Brechbill; Alice Romberger.
Stowe Mission, Stowe, Pa., John A and Emma L. Climenhaga; Ruth Keller.
Welland, 36 Elizabeth Street, E. Welland, Ont.,
Sr. Pearl Jones, Edward and Sr. Nigh, Eileen
Winger. Phone 3192.

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Africa
General Superintendent: Bishop and Sr. H
H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Matopo Mission, P.B. 191T, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. Charles
Eshelman, Elder & Sr. Elmer Eyer, Elder &
Sr. L. B. Sider, Sr. Elizabeth Engle. Sr. Mary
C. Kreider and Sr. Fanny Longenecker.
Mtshabezi Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, S.
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. D.
B. Hall, Elder & Sr. Roy H. Mann, Sr.
Naomi Lady, Sr. Annie Winger, Sr. Martha
Kauffman, Sr. Anna Wolgemuth and Sr.
Lulu Asper.
Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder & Sr. Albert Breneman,
Elder & Sr. Arthur Climenhaga and Sr.
Florence Hensel.
Macha Mission. Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder & Sr. Bert Winger, Sr. Verna
Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt and Sr. Verda Moyer.
Sikalonga Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Africa. Elder & Sr. David Climenhaga, Sr.
Anna Eyster and Sr. Rhoda Lenhert.

India
General Superintendent: Bishop A D. M. Dick
and Sister Dick, Saharsa, O. & T. Ry., India.
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O. & T. Ry., Bhagalpur District, India. Sr. Anna Steckley; Sr.
Leora Yoder, Sr, Shirley Bitner; Sr. Erma
Hare; Bishop and Sr. A D. M. Dick.
Madhipura Mission: Madhipura, O. & T. Bhagalpur District, India. Sr. M. Effle Rohrer;
Sr. Beulah Arnold.
Barjora Mission: Barjora, P. O. Tribenigunj,
via Murligunj, A. B. Ry., District Bhagalpur,
India. Rev. & Sr. William Hoke; Sr. Emma
Resenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House, Monghyr,
E. I, Ry., District Monghyr, India. Rev. &
Sr. George Paulus.
Missionaries on Furlough
Eld. & Mrs. Charles Engle, 660 E. Arrow
Highway, Upland, Calif.
Sr. Emma Frey, 256 F. St., Upland, Calif.
Sr. Anna R. Engle, Mt. Joy, Pa.
Sr. F. Mabel Frey, 256 F. S t , Upland, Calif.
Eld. & Mrs. J. Elwood Hershey, R. R 3,
Troy, Ohio.
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa.
Eld. & Sr. W. O. Winger, Grantham, Pa.
Eld. and Mrs. Allen Buckwalter, 338 N. 6th
Ave., Upland, Calif.
Sr. Mary Brenaman, Pleasant Hill, Ohio.
Elder & Mrs. J. Paul George, R. 1, Troy,
Ohio, %Harold Rohrer.
Sr. Edna E. Lehman, R. R. 3, York, Pa.,
c.o. O. D. Lehman.

HOME MISSIONS
City Missions

Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona,
Penna. (Residence—1009 Rose Hill Drive)
Herman G. and Laura Miller.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley Street, Buffalo 13,
N. Y., Phone GRant 7706, Arthur and Wilma
Musser; Anna Henry.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead., Chicago
21, 111., Phone Wentworth 7122, C. J. Carlson, Supt. and Pastor; Avis Carlson; Alice
K. Albright; Anna Margaret Friesen; Ruth
Hunsberger.

Rural Missions
Canoe Creek Mission, Hollidaysburg, Penna.
Hayden Walls, Pastor; Beulah Lehman,
Florence Faus.
Bloomfleld, New Mexico, c.o. Blanco Trading
Post, Lynn and Elinor Nicholson; Rosa
Eyster.
Houghton Mission, R. R. 1, Tillsonburg, Ont.
Phone—Glenmeyer 22rl4. Thomas and Marjorie Whiteside, Myrtle and Ruth Steckley,
Luella Heise.
Progmore—Alonzo Vannatter, pastor.
Houghton Center and Walsingham — T.
Whiteside, pastor.
Kentucky—Harold Wolgemuth, Supt.
Palrview (Ella, Ky.) Esther Ebersole; Esther Greenawalt.
KniHey (Knifley, Ky.) Irvin and Dorothy
Kanode; Mary Heisey, Nurse.
Garlin (Garlin, Ky.) Harold and Alice
Wolgemuth; Ida Lou Hane; Elizabeth
Hess, Nurse.
North Star Mission, Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, Earl and Ellen Brechbill.
Carroll and Pulaski County, Alllsonla, Virginia
Paul Wolgemuth, Supt., Ruth Wolgemuth;
Edith Davidson.

RADIO BROADCASTS
C.K.P.C.. Brantford, Ontario
1380 Kcs
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
Each Sunday 2:00—2:30 P. M.
W.M.P.C, Lapeer, Mich. 1260 Kcs.
First Thursday of every month
11:30 A. M.-12:30 P. M.
Every Tuesday.—transcription
3:30 P. M.-3:45 P. M.
K.O.C.S., Ontario, Calif. 1510 Kcs.
"Morning Melodies"
Each Sunday
10:00 A. M.-10:15 A M.
W.C.H.A., Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
Each Sunday
7:30—8:00 A. M.
W.C.H.A., Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M.
W.N.A.R., Norristown, Pa.
1110 Kcs.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M.
W.A.N.D., Canton Ohio
900 Kcs.
"Christian Fellowship Mission"
Each Sunday
12:15-1:00 P. M.
W. P. F. B., Middletown, Ohio
910 Kcs.
Gospel Lighthouse Hour"
Each Sunday 8:00 - 8:30 A, M.
BOTE PEASTS
Pennsylvania Love Feasts
Spring Hope
Sun., June 20
Illinois Bove Feast
Coleta, Illinois
„
_
June 5-6
Ohio Bove Feasts
Sippo Valley
S a t & Sun. June 5-6
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Boyle
Cheapside
Frogmore
Nottawa
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Ontario Love Feasts
2:00 P.M. Sat. & Sun., June
2:00 P.M. Sat. & Sun., June
2:00 P.M. Sat. & Sun., June
10:00 A.M. Sat. & Sun., June
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MISSIONARIES SAIL FOR RHODESIA
26-27
19-20
26-27
19-20

On Sunday evening, May 23, at 6:25
(E.S.T.), Sisters Anna R. Engle and Anna
Graybill (United Christian) left WashingNew York Love Feasts
ton, D. C. on the "Crescent" enroute to
Clarence Center
3:00 P.M. Sat. & Sun., New Orleans where they were booked to
June 19-20 sail for Capetown, South Africa on the
"Silverash" on May 25.
i •«» i
Since this represented the first Foreign
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY PROGRAM
Missionary sent out from the United Chrisof
tian Church, this event aroused a great
Brethren in Christ Mission
deal of interest, and three busses and a
25 Hawley Street, Buffalo IS, N. Y.
number of cars were needed to accommoJune 4, 5 and 6, 1948
You are cordially invited to attend. Any- date the friends that accompanied these sisone wishing a small illustrated booklet ters to Washington. Included in the group
containing the history of the Mission may were near relatives of both sisters, a large
representation from the United Christian
secure one by writing to the Pastor.
Church, Messiah Bible College students
and the Secretary of the Foreign Mission
Board.
KANSAS YOUTH CONFERENCE
An impressive service was held in the
The Kansas Young People's Conference station lobby which aroused questioning
will be held Monday through Wednesday, interest among bystanders and gave an
August 30, 31, and September 1, 1948, a t opportunity to witness for Christ.
Camp Washunga.
May the Lord give these sisters a safe
Put this camp in your summer schedule. and pleasant journey and bless their labors
for Him.

GRANTHAM YOUTH CONFERENCES
Two Youth Conferences are being planned
to convene on the campus of Messiah Bible
College this August.
The Junior Conference, for ages 12
through 15, will convene August 18-20.
The Senior Conference, for ages 16 or
over, will convene August 20-22.
1

—

i

Births
HTJNSBEROrER—A daughter, Joan Ruth,
came to bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Harold
Hunsberger of Rahns, Pa., on January 2.
MCDOWEII—A daughter, Beverly Joyce,
came to bless the home of Bro. and Sr. Stanley McDowell of Tillsonburg, Ont., on March
29.

Weddings
LESHER-MEYER—On Saturday, March 20,
a t 2:00 P. M., Sr. Edith Meyer, daughter of
Bro. George Meyer, Mercersburg, Pa., and Bro.
Robert Desher, son of Bro. and Sr. Earl
Lesher, Greencastle, Pa., were united in Holy
Wedlock a t the Montgomery Brethren in
Christ Church. Bishop J. Lester Myers officiated. May God richly bless this union.
SOUEHBBECrEE-OBEKHOLSEB—Sr. Fannie Oberholser (nee Musser)) daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Ben]. Musser, Shippensburg, R.
R. 3, Pa. and Bro. Amos Sollenberger, Chambersburg, R. R. 2, Pa. were united in marriage
on Saturday, March 6, at the home of the officiating minister, Bishop Charlie B. Byers.
BATEMAN-G-REEN—Miss Miriam Green,
daughter of Bro. and Sr. Edwin Green of Carland, Mich, and Eugene Bateman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Bateman, Elwell, Mich, were
united in marriage on Wednesday, May 12.
Rev. John S. Clayton officiated.

Obituaries
BENDER—Bro. Amos Bender passed away
a t his home a t Chambersburg, R. R. 4, Pa.,
on March 31 at 12:05 o'clock. Bro. Bender,
who was 69 years old, had been in ill health
for the past six months. He was born in the
vicinity of Chambersburg, October 19, 1878,
the son of the late Jacob and Cristina Kenner
Bender.
Bro. Bender was a faithful member of the
church for many years, his regular place of
worship being the Chambersburg Church,
where his presence will be missed by his
pastors and friends.
Surviving are his wife, Sr. Margie Myers
Bender; a son, Clarence Bender, of Chambersburg; a daughter, Sr. Thelma Bender, at home;
a brother, H a r r y Bender of Chambersburg and
two grandchildren.

GENERAL CONFERENCE
ANNOUNCEMENT
General Conference of 1948 will convene,
D. V., Wednesday June 9, at the Memorial
Holiness Camp Grounds, a beautiful wooded
10-acre tract, located IMJ miles south west
of West Milton, Ohio.
Transportation Directions
Those coming by auto via Route 40 from
the East or West, should turn north at Englewood, proceeding approximately five miles
north on Route 48, to General Conference
sign. Turn left a t sign and proceed to
Conference grounds. Those driving from
a northerly direction, and not coming as
far south as Route 40, should come to West
Milton, located on Route 48. Proceed
through West Milton to General Conference
sign about one mile south of town, or turn
right at school house in West Milton, and
follow Jay Road to Conference grounds.
Persons traveling by train or bus should
come to Dayton, then transfer to West Milton bus at Greyhound Station. Greyhound
bus station is located on the corner of First
and Wilkinson streets, five blocks north of
Union Station. Busses will be met at West
Milton. If no conveyance is at hand on
arrival, phone Conference grounds. If assistance is needed on arrival at Dayton,
telephone West Milton, ask for General
Conference.
West Milton busses leave Dayton at the
following hours:
A. M.—6:50, 7:50, 8:50, 10:15, 11:15;
P. M.—12:15, 1:15, 2:15, 3:15, 4:15, 5:15,
6:15, 7:45, 9:30, 11:30.
Meals
The charge for* meals will be as follows:
breakfast, 35c, dinner and supper, 50c.
Children under twelve 25c. There will be
no charge for meals for members of Conference, or their wives, Home and Foreign
Missionaries, Orphanage Workers, or their
children twelve years of age or younger.
Conference address will be: c/o General
Conference, West Milton, Ohio.
Funeral services were held on April 2, at
Sellers Funeral Home.
Bishop Charlie B.
Byers officiated. Burial was made in Coble's
Cemetery.
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" W e Would See Jesus"
"'How can ye believe, which receive honor one of another?"—Jesus Christ.
"Great preaching causes people to praise
the Preacher. Good preaching causes people to praise the Savior."—Chas. Finney.
T i s in the Bible that we are told
Concerning those Greeks who came of old;
'Twos not to see some human wonder,
And ndt to hear the sons of thunder.
Perhaps of men they had grown weary,
So they came with the earnest query,
"We would see Jesus."
And when I go to church today
To worship God in the Bible way;
It's not the leader on which I dote,
Or the fancy choir that warbles the notes;
It's not the style or grace of the preacher,
The polished words of the Bible teacher—
/ would see Jesus.
I sort of tire of the puff and blow,
The religious brand of a man-made show;
It's D. D. here and it's Doctor there,
It's Doctor Biggs will lead us in prayer.
We've boosted man so powerfully
high
I often leave the church with a sigh—
/ would see Jesus.
We're like the world in our brag and puff,
We count on humans to do their stuff;
We put on the pressure, the gild and flare,
And take it for granted that Christ is there.
I wonder if one who is meek and mild
And taught to be like a little child—
Could he see Jesus?
And when I read a religious book
It's not for the author s face I look;
I'm longing to see my Savior's face
And to read about His matchless grace.
If we would die like that grain of corn
We'd not forever be blowing our horn.
We'd want, to see Jesus.
It's not that God doesn't use frail man,
Employ his talents as best He can;
He ever needs us to tell the story
Provided we do not touch the glory.
The human must be so hidden away
That people who hear us are prone to say
"We have seen Jesus."
And then when I cross death's
swelling
tide,
Ascend the hill on the other side,
And joyfully pass through those gates of
pearl,
The walls of jasper, topaz and beryl;
It isn't so much to see my kin
Or feast on the gorgeous beauty within—
/ would see Jesus.
—Author Unknown.
Christians must learn sacrifice before
they can reach the sweetest joys.
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The Tree G o d Plants

Jubilee Day
Brethren in Christ Church
RHODESIA
July 6, 1948
It is appropriate that in connection with this issue of the Evangelical Visitor
which looks forward to our Homeland General Conference, that we also take a look
into coming activities among our missionaries and the brethren and sisters of the
Brethren in Christ Church in South Africa. In the letter from Bishop H. H. Brubaker that inclosed these programs for printing this significant paragraph was included :
"We know that the Home Church will be especially remembering the African field
in prayer at this special occasion. We look forward to reasons of refreshing from
the throne of God."

7:15
11:00
11:10
11
11:
11:50
12:00
12:10

3:00
3:50

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
1898-1948
PROGRAMME
We Give Ourselves Anew ...
A. M. ciimenhaga
Invocation
... ...... E. S. Eyer
Hitherto
H H Brubaker
We Share" t h e T a s k l . V . R. Rickland
What Christ Means to Us
M. Kumalo
Christ for All (via letter)'
A D M Dick
Congregational Hymn No." 245-Zulu
Musical Number
Missionaries' Octette
Anniversary Address:
The Church the Body of Christ ....
G. Wolgemuth
Invocation
N. Dhlodhlo
Missions, the Imperative of the
Church
B. Howes-Howell
Matopo Mixed Chorus No.247-Zulu
The Hope of the Future
H. N. Hostetter
Dismissal

RHODESIAN CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Matopo Mission—July 2-6, 1948
July 2, Friday
7:00 p. m. Prayer & Fellowship
July 3, Saturday
7:15 a. m. Morning Prayers
Mlobeki Moyo
10:30
Business Conference
2:00 p. m. The Walk of the Christian....
G. Wolgemuth
3:15
The Prayer Veiling
H. N. Hostetter
7:00
Testimony Service
7:30
Evangelistic Message
G. Wolgemuth
July 4, Sunday
7:00 a. m. Communion
Service
Srshinr.:!:
G. Wolgemuth
Suffering
N. Dube
11:30
Superlatives of Christian
Living ....H. N. Hostetter
12:15 p. m. The Gospel of Christ

ANNIVERSARY BOOKLETS—AFRICA
We are sorry to report a delay in the
printing of these booklets. I t was planned
*° sen< * them with Brother Eshelmans
an
d when that proved impossible, we still
hoped to have them in America for Conference.
There has now been further delay
?, n d „ w e f e a r t h e y w i l 1 . n o t T b e available when
Conference convenes in June.
However, special effort is being put forth
*° have them ready as soon as possible, and
we
hope to have several sample copies on
hand for Conference. Anyone interested in
securing
a copy,
please get Pleasant
m touch Hill,
with
Miss
Mary
H. Brenaman,
Ohio. Orders already received will be
mailed direct from the Field as soon as the
booklets have been received.
Christian Stewardship
H. H. Brubaker
Paul's Prayers for the
12:00
Churches....G. Wolgemuth
2:00 p. m. Separation
R. H. Mann
3:00
Temptation: Its Source, Its
Recognition as a Snare....
N. Dube
Overcoming Temptation
3:45
H. N. Hostetter
7:00
Testimony Service
7:30
Evangelistic Message
G. Wolgemuth
July 6, Tuesday
7:00 p. m. Farewell and Fellowship
11:15

The wind that blows can never kill
The tree God plants;
It bloweth east, it bloweth west,
The tender leaves have little rest,
But any wind that blows is best.
The tree that God, plants
Strikes deeper root, grows higher still,
Spreads greater boughs, for God's good will
Meets all its wants.
There is no storm, hath power to blast
The tree God knows;
No thunderbolt, nor beating rain,
Nor lightning flash, nor hurricane;
When they are spent, it doth remain,
The tree God knows,
Through every tempest standeth fast,
And from its first day to its last
Still fairer grows.
—Selected
RHODESIAN MISSIONARIES' BIBLE
CONFERENCE
Matopo Mission- -July 10, 11, 1948
July 10, Saturday
10:00 a. m. Perils of Discipleship
H. H. Brubaker
Practising the Presence
11:00
of God
Anna Engle
11:45
The Warfare of the Christian
G. Wolgemuth
2:00 p. m. Requirements for Christian
Growth....H. N. Hostetter
3:00
The Second Coming of Christ
in the Light of Present
Day Events
L. B. Sider
Christian Life and Service....
3:45
G. Wolgemuth
Unsearchable Greatness of
7:00
God
H. N. Hostetter
July 11, Sunday
8:30 a. m. Private Prayer and Meditation
9:30 to
Special Season of Prayer
11:00
D. B. Hall
11:30 Sunday Service with Africans
G. Wolgemuth
11:30 Service with Missionaries' Children
H. N. Hostetter
(Continued on next page)

Hands Across the Sea
Mona M. Price
e salute you, servants

all,

WUK hands across the sea;
You who stand within the call
Of all who in darkness be.
How beautiful

upon the hills

Sectional M e e S n ^ ^
*» * ~ «*» PMish ><*>
C.S.L. Youth Program .... Who bring a cure for earth's ills,
A. Brenaman, leader And one without alloy!
The Right Road for Youth..
H. N. Hostetter
Married People's Group.... Our hearts are with you over there,
H. H. Brubaker, leader Wherever be your land,
Christian Living in the
Home
G. Wolgemuth And as a vanguard on home shores
We shall forever stand.
7:00
Testimony Service
7:30
Evangelistic Message
G. Wolgemuth
Yours is the torch to hold on high,
July 5, Monday
And yours the message great;
7:15 a. m, Morning Prayers
R e q u i r e m e ^ f o / c T r i s l i a ? Ours the task of standing by
10:30
Growth....H. N. Hostetter And helping bear the weight.
2:30
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Your cares are ours, your sorrows, too.
The burden and the stress;
And ours the joy of help to
Relieve each deep distress.
So take the message far and wide
With spirit brave and free;
For He, Who blesses here at home,
Is surely watching thee.
And,
With
And
That

oh! may souls be your hire,
blessings
manifold;
yours forever that great fire
never can withhold!

Yours be the sense of Presence near,
Of safety, strong and sure,
And yours the crown that's given all
Who to the end endure.
—Fordwich, Ontario.
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With the Church
On the Foreign Field
CHRISTIAN WORKER'S QUARTERS
Most of you have become well acquainted
with the solicitation program the India Mission field has presented to the Church in
America for the building of a new Dispensary. You have given liberally and we
wish to thank you for all of your gifts and
prayers in relation to this project.
Since there seems to be sufficient funds
on hand now to carry out the building of
a New Dispensary and since we have some
other very pressing needs on the field at
present, it was decided to close the solicitation for the New Dispensary Building and
open a solicitation drive to obtain the necessary funds for the building of Christian
Worker's Quarters. At present rates the
building of one house will cost around
$700.00. We have this faith that many
people having learned of this need will begin at once to send gifts for this work and
to share in prayer for the same. At present
we do not have sufficient quarters for all
of our preachers. Next year we will have
two more preachers coming out of training
that we desire to place in active service.
Several places have been calling for
preachers. This year a new out-station has
been completed at Supaul and a new
preacher's house built at Barjora.. We are
anxious to answer the call to get out into
new areas and we believe that you are going to make it possible for us to do so.
William R. Hoke
Mission Secretary
SANTAL BAPTISM
Several weeks ago it was my privilege
to make a visit to our new Santal Mission
area. Two preachers were with me and
after a five hour cycle ride from Madhipura
across fields and through rivers we reached
the little Mission Station of Khanawa. One
year ago a preacher's house was built there
at the edge of the village after a month's
touring and evangelistic work among them.
What a thrill to' be able to go back again
and conduct the baptism service for three
of these dear people. We earnestly request
an interest in your prayers for these newly
baptized Christians, Jaddu Stifon Soren
and his sister Tabitha Soren, and Paul
Pradhan Tudu.
Since I didn't know Santali and these
people didn't know Hindi it was necessary
for me to speak in Hindi and one of our
preachers and deacons who knows their
language translate for me. The Lord who
knows all languages and is an expert in the
language of the heart was truly with these
folk and we believe His blessing will con-

Missionaries' Conference Continued
2:00 p. m. Exegesis of Romans 5
D. E. Climenhaga
3:00
The Implications of Sanctification in Mission WorkNaomi Lady
3:45
Unsearchable Riches of
Christ
H. N. Hostetter
7:00
A Closing Message
H. N. Hostetter
8:00
A Closing Message
G. Wolgemuth

tinue to rest upon them. Please pray for
others in this village who want to also follow the Lord in baptism, but who didn't
have the courage to take an open stand at
this first service. Two other men were to
have been baptized, but one was taken back
by his village people and was not allowed
to be baptized and the other due to a serious threat of losing his land decided not
to be baptized at this time, but gave testimoy of wanting to be baptized at a future
date. These two men need our prayers.
At present we have a young Santal here
in Barjora in the Boy's Orphanage. He
is from a different village and he wants to
become a Christian, but his people are
greatly opposed. Before coming here he
was walking six miles a day each way to
attend school. Here he has to walk only
three miles a day each way to school. At
first his relatives gave him some money to
pay for his board, but now they have refused to aid him in any way, since they
know he is interested in becoming a Christian.
The Mission has been able to purchase
land upon which to build a Mission Station
among these people. We are hoping and
praying that before another year passes we
will be able to see a Station built and Missionaries and fellow Indian workers living
there.
William R. Hoke
A Call To Prayer Tor The
RHODESIA!* EVANGELISTIC MEETINGS,
1943
Mlobeki Moyo, Evangelist
Placa
Sibale
May 2—May 14
Wove
May 16—May 28
Silawe
May 30—June 11
Mashumbe
June 13—June 25
Zwehamba
July 11—July 23
Ratanyana
J u l y 25—Aug. 6
Sun T a t Sen
Aug. 8—Aug. 20
Shapi
Aug. 22—Sept. 3
Maribeka
Sept. 5—Sept. 17
Tshoboyi
Sept. 19—Oct. 1
Lushonkwe
Oct. 3—Oct. 15
Bandawone
Oct. 17—Oct. 29
Matshiya
Oct. 31—Nov. .12
Josiah Ncube, Evangelist
Makwe
May 2—May 14
Sizeze
May 16—May 28
Mayezane
May 30—June 11
Mapane
June 13—June 25
Gwandavale
July 11—July 23
Lushumbe
July 25—Aug. 6
Silozwe
Aug. 8—Aug. 20
Nyumbane
Aug. 22—Sept. 3
Tohwe
Sept. 5—Sept. 17
Isotsha
Sept. 19—Oct. 1
Silobi
Oct. 3—Oct. 15
Sigiti
Oct. 17—Oct. 29
Shake
Oct. 31— Nov. 12
Dambashoko
Nov. 14—Nov. 26
Mclinwa Kumalo, Evangelist
Mbizingwe
May 2—May 14
Nsezi
May 16—May 28
Balla
May 30—June 11
Tshalirabi
June 13—June 25
Dula
July 11—July 23
Sibona
July 25—Aug. 6
Mqalaza
Aug. 8—Aug. 20
Kwakwe
Aug. 22—Sept. 3
Lumene
Sept. 5—Sept. 17
Kumbudzi
Sept. 19—Oct. 1
Bezha
,
Oct. 3—Oct. 15
Longfield
Oct. 17—Oct. 29
Swazi
Oct. 31—Nov. 12
Zhukwe
Nov. 14—Nov. 26
Masotsha Sibanda, Evangelist
Mbaulo
May 2—May 14
Siwazi
May 16—May 28
Mkwa.bene
May 30—June 11
Dekezi
June 13—June 25
Doro
July 11—July 23
Gumbalu
July 25—Aug. 6
Gwabila
Aug. 8—Aug. 20
Hlatshweyo
Aug. 22—Sept. 3
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Lubuzi
Mleja
Ntunte
Lufusi
Malole
Mwele
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Sept. 5—Sept. 17
Sept. 19—Oct. 1
Oct. 3—Oct. 15
Oct. 17—Oct. 29
Oct. 31—Nov. 12
Nov. 14—Nov. 26

Gwanyana Ncube, Evangelist
Filabusi
May 2—May 14
Nkankezi
May 16—May 28
Nkwalini
May 30—June 11
Shamba II
June 13—June 25
Nyokeni
July 11—July 23
Mazhabazha
July 25—Aug. 6
Kwatemba
Aug. 8—Aug. 20
Zishabane
Aug. 22—Sept. 3
Bungwe
Sept. 5—Sept. 17
Elangeni
Sept. 19—Oct. 1
Mazetezi
Oct. 3—Oct. 15
Mtshezuki
Oct. 17—Oct. 29
Nsindene
Oct. 31—Nov. 12
Shamba I
Nov. 14—Nov. 26

- In The Homeland
PENNSYLVANIA STATE HOME MISSION
TENT SCHEDULE, 1948
Placa
Cedar Grove
Lykens Valley
Llewellyn
Philadelphia

Tent No. 1

June 12 to July 2
July 3 to July 23
July 24 to Aug. 13
Aug. 14
Tent No. 3
Martinsburg
June 12 to July 2
Blandburg
July 3 to July 23
Hollidaysburg
July 24 to Aug. 13
Spring Hope
Aug. 14
Tent No. 3
Shenks
June 12 to July 2
Light House Chapel
July 3 to July 23
York
July 24 to Aug. 13
Montgomery District
Aug. 14
Tent No. 4
Green Grove
June 12 to July 2
Granville
July 3 to July 23
Marsh Creek
July 24 to Aug. 13
Fox Hollow
Aug. 14

Philadelphia Mission
To the Glory of God, we can say that
God's visitation upon us this quarter has
been more keenly realized than in the past
few years. God's blessing descended upon
His people in a supernatural way causing
wonderment and conviction to those outside
of the fold. We have seen folk come to the
altar during the Thursday night Prayer
Meetings, Sunday morning, and Sunday
night Services-—some to be saved and some
to be sanctified. In all, thirteen souls
sought God at the altar while thirty others
raised their hands for prayer. The most
outstanding service was the Thursday night
Prayer Meting when a middle aged lady
came to the altar to be anointed and while
there prayed through to be saved. The
most outstanding one to be sanctified was
the lady of a popular denomination who
was thoroughly disgusted with suppers,
dances, and games in her church, and who
upon hearing the Radio Broadcast several
times started coming to the mission, heard
a few sermons on Holiness and then sought
God to be sanctified one Sunday morning.
Since then she has been attending quite
regular. Glory to God, saints, the Gospel
still works.
During this quarter we saw some miraculous answers to prayer through anointing.
Ten persons were anointed also two handkerchiefs were anointed and sent to afflicted persons. Two babies were definitely
healed and one sister healed of heart trouble.
God continues to bless the Gospel in Song
and Word over the Radio. As a result of
the Broadcast some new folks have contacted the mission and attended the services. God continues to send just enough
money in to pay our bills and we wish to
thank all who have obeyed God in their
giving to the Radio cause.
(Continued on page liouuteen)
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"Girded For Glory r*
Edwin

Raymond

N Luke's account of the Transfiguration
of our Lord, we read the suggestive statement concerning the three who were with
Him upon that glorious occasion, "But
Peter and they that were with Him were
heavy with sleep; and when they were
awake they saw His glory and the two men
that stood with Him" (Luke 9:32). It was
hardly the time to sleep, and we may wonder as to what brought the spell of sleep
upon them for so glorious an occasion as
this. The phrase, "but Peter and they
that were with him," stands in contrast to
the other characters upon the scene, and is
indicated by the significant use of the
"but," which may well be called one of
the great "dividing words" of Scripture. As
concerning our Lord, "the fashion of His
countenance was altered and His raiment
was white and glistening" (v. 2 9 ) , and in
connection with the divine alteration, "behold there talked with Him two men which
were Moses and Elias" (v. 3 0 ) . These
were grand personages, and of course the
grandest was that Central Figure .Who
gave meaning to the scene, and Who later
explained it as a prophetic pre-picture of
what was to occupy during the time of the
kingdom. Who would not have been awake
and alert for such a time and for such a
scene as this, for the occasion which was
provided and for the glory which was revealed! "But Peter and they that were
with Him were heavy with sleep"; it appears almost strange to read of this, for
one could hardly picture them sleeping at
such a time, especially when we have often
read of their profession of love for the One
Who was then glorified. Yet, these three
were not the first, nor the last to sleep, and
perhaps the apostle had this very scene in
mind when he penned that searching word
to the Romans, "and that knowing the time
that it is high time to awake out of sleep,
for now is our salvation nearer than when
we believed" (Romans 13:11). These
were sleeping disciples upon the holy
mount . . . and now in this day of grace
and with the full orbed revelation of God,
we yet have sleeping disciples, who slumber on and almost miss the revelation of
the glory.
:
In this account as given by Luke there is
a suggestive phrase worthy of our meditation, "and when they were awake they saw
His glory." The expression is more forceful in the original, "and when they were
fully aroused they saw His glory." It is
good that they did not sleep too long, but
the interesting thing in this text, is the
omission, for we are not told what woke
them u p ! Was it the radiance of the transfiguration, or was it the talking of the two

I
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men with Him . . . or what was it? Significant are the silences and omissions of
Scripture, and no doubt the lesson that is
intended to be conveyed here is that God
may use one of many methods to arouse
His slumbering saints, and what may move
one, may hardly disturb another. And yet
God will see to it that we shall be aroused,
for His is a holy jealousy when it comes to
the glory of the Son. When the glory of
His precious Person is concerned, He will
not tolerate sloth and slumber. He would
grant them slumber even in the midst of
Gethsemane, but He will not grant it here,
for these disciples fully needed this revelation in order that their hearts might be
the more fully drawn unto Himself, that
every doubt might be vanished, and that
they will be the better prepared for the
events directly ahead. When the Son is
glorified, and when we are aroused to the
realization, then everything is in proper
place and in order.
"When they were awake they saw His
glory." How much would otherwise have
been lost, and we are glad that, whatever
the agency, they were aroused "just in
time" for the revelation. But beloved, have
we fared any better? Are our hearts filled
and warmed with thoughts concerning the
glory of His Person, or is there the veil
and the shadow which brings the heaviness
of sleep upon us? And is it not true that
the greater part of our difficulties and problems both as individual Christians and as
members of His body, would be solved
if only the glory of His Person were allowed and the central and sovereign place?
The strivings of self, the divisions of sectarianism, the doubts concerning the value
of our field of work, the faltering steps before the attacks of the enemy . . . what
place and what power can these things
have when the glorified Son is truly "in
the midst?"
There are enough things to cause weariness and slumber. Even Christian work of
itself can become the culprit! For we can
become so busy in serving the Lord, that
we have little time for the Lord Himself,
and we can be so occupied in inviting
others to "taste and see," that we have
failed to invite ourselves, anew and afresh,
to the graciousness of it. Perhaps that is
the reason why the Lord took Peter and
James and John with Him to the holy
mount, these three of the inner circle who
always appeared so busy and occupied.
Perhaps even the rest from activity had
brought on the weariness, and perhaps they
were ready to count it as idle time! But
when they were fully aroused—what a dif-
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ference it made! "They saw His glory,"
perhaps for the first time, but never to be
forgotten. At least Peter never forgot it
for he makes reference to it in his second
epistle; "we were with Him in the holy
mount" (II Peter 1:18).
And surely this is written for our instruction and admonition, and surely the
Holy Spirit did not inspire the penning
that we might accuse Peter and James and
John of slumbering at such a time. For
we have slumbered as well, at least in a
selfly stupor that has crowded Christ out
from His rightful place. There are churches
which have appeared to have settled into
a dreadful heaviness, and one can almost
sense the writing of the "Ichabod" across
the portals. And yet in these latter days,
it is surely the ministering of the Holy
Spirit to arouse His own, in order that
they might glimpse anew and afresh the
glory of that precious One Who is the
Risen and Ascended Lord, beyond the
touch of death, seated at the right hand of
the Father, soon coming to receive them unto Himself. It is "high time" to awaken
out of sleep, and whatever the agency employed, it is yet employed in grace that we
may be stirred by that which is to be revealed. For believers there can be nothing
higher nor better than this.
Let us remember that it was the Lord
Himself Who brought them to the holy
mount (v. 2 8 ) , even knowing beforehand
of their graceless behaviour. It was all
of grace upon His part, for which of these
three were worthy of the honor? But we
need not begrudge them, for grace has prepared a "holy mount" for each of His own,
where personally we may behold His glory.
Are we more worthy than they, and are we
less prone to be "heavy with sleep" than
they? But yet He will lead and reveal
Himself, for that is our greatest need as
well as our greatest blessing. There is
no glory for anything upon this barren
earth, but our hearts have their dwelling
"in the heavenlies," where we can truly
declare, "we beheld His glory, the glory as
of the only begotten of the Father, full of
grace and truth" (John 1:14). Grace leads
to the holy mount, and the Transfiguration
tells out His true Person, though Satan
and men may seek to cloud with denials.
And how glorious He truly is!—Hartford,
Conn.

It is usually much easier to understand
what we ought to do than to do it.
— / . C. Thiessen.
"Are you just a cheap shoddy Christian with just a little religion rubbed on
the outside?"
The four-square man is the only one
who is well rounded.
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Our Witness Through Radio
Wm. G.

M

ORE than eleven years ago the Gospel
broadcast now known as The Calvary
Hour first went on the air. It has continued uninterruptedly since that time. To
the best of my knowledge that was the first
regular Gospel broadcast conducted by
Mennonites. There was at first considerable opposition to this form of evangelism,
but the Lord graciously undertook and led.
The writer knows of at least twelve other
Gospel broadcasts conducted by Mennonites which have been carried on in the intervening years. Most of these are still
on the air.
Statistics will tell us that six per cent of
America's population goes to church on
Sunday morning, two per cent on Sunday
evening, and that ninety per cent does not
ever darken a church door. Dr. Frank
Gaebelein is reported to have said that of
the 49,000,000 young people in the United
States, 36,000,000 have never set a foot inside a church. Multitudes who do go to
church no longer hear the pure Gospel
preached. These few statements demonstrate clearly that some way must be found,
some means must be used to .reach the
masses with the Gospel, for they will not
hear it in church.
Such a means has been found. The
Lord has opened to the church the door of
Gospel broadcasting. With Paul we can
today say, "A great door and effectual is
opened unto me" (I Cor. 16:9).
About three and one-half years ago Dr.
Harrison B. Summers, then Manager of
Public Service Division of the Blue Network, said before an audience, "Few people in this country realize the extent to
which the American people depend on radio. Thirty-three million homes—90 per
cent of all the homes in the United States—
are equiped with radio receivers. Radio
sets are owned by more than twice as many
families as receive a daily newspaper; by
two and one-half times as many families
as have telephones. The average American spends a total of nearly four hours
listening to the radio every day. That is
more than six times as many hours in the
course of a week as he spends reading
magazines and newspapers; twenty times
the number of hours he spends at motion
picture theaters; more than twenty-five
times as many hours as he spends attending
church."
While none of us may appreciate the
fact that the average American spends so
m-uch time listening to the radio, these
statements do prove that radio is a powerful factor in molding thought, either for
good or for bad.
"Radio is God's most effective medium
of preaching and teaching His Word to the
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Deiweiler
multitudes." So concluded a Gospel preacher after careful observation of facts. He
found among other things—
1. "THAT radio reached remote fields
where the Word of God was not bein£
preached."
2. "THAT bad weather, which is always
a handicap to protracted meetings, only
increased the radio audience."
3. "THAT sinners who refused to attend
any kind of service would in the confines
of their own home listen to the Gospel, fall
under conviction, and accept Christ."
4. "THAT God's people who were starved
for spiritual food in their modernistic controlled churches could hear fundamental
preaching of the Word of God despite the
efforts of their modernistic leaders to shut
out the old-time Gospel."
5. "THAT young people who find themselves too busy with social activities to
attend church would listen to the radio
broadcast, become interested, and would
dedicate their lives to the cause of Christ."
6. "THAT a consistent, consecrated Gospel broadcast had more spiritual influence,
won more souls to Christ, put more young
people into the ministry—than the combined effort of many other religious activities."
I am not defending every use to which
the radio is put. Neither do I defend
every use made of the printing press. Because the printing press is used to publish
unsound doctrines and salacious literature
I do not refuse to use and distribute the
Bible and good literature that are printed
on the printing press. Because the automobile and the airplane are used for many
wrong purposes, I do not refuse to use
them to promote the cause of Christ. The
radio is here to stay. I believe that it behooves us to use it as a means of evangelism.
More than eleven years of broadcasting
have demonstrated to us time and again
the great opportunity before us in Gospel
broadcasting. By it we have reached into
multiplied thousands of homes into which
we could not have reached otherwise. We
have been able to present the Gospel in
sermon and in song to uncounted multitudes. Eternity alone will reveal how
many unsaved have been turned to Christ
through this radio ministry, how many
backsliders have been reclaimed and led
back to the Father's house, how many have
been brought back to evangelical faith,
how many have been preserved from the
leaven of modernism, and how many shutins have been blessed in their homes by the
songs and the messages we have been enabled to give to them.
What about the cost? Yes, it is quite
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expensive. So also are home missions and
foreign missions. So also are revival campaigns. Many of you will no doubt be
interested to know that last summer the
treasurer of The Calvary Hour discovered
that for every dollar we spent to broadcast
the Gospel we had a potential audience of
more than 22,000 for thirty minutes! We
jfo not fool ourselves into believing that
/tearly all of this potential audience were
in our actual audience, but had only one
in a thousand listened in, it would have
been "cheap" evangelism, comparing this
cost with the cost of other forms of evangelism. Many of us familiar with our mission activities know that this is true.
Indeed the Lord has set before us an
open door. Let us enter it. While Jesus
tarries and this door remains open, let us
herald out the Gospel over the air waves
to every community, to every village and
hamlet, and to every city.
Please do pray for every Gospel broadcast.—Gospel Herald.
"Some preachers are more interested in
preaching brilliant sermons than they are
preaching 'saving' sermons."
We cannot be loyal to the Head of the
church without being loyal to th# body.
Truth may be known by its results.

Non-Resistance
(Continued from page five)
move for us mountains that may seem ever
so high. However, God moves mountains
in our lives only as large as we believe
Him capable of moving. If we doubt His
power, He never will do anything great in
our lives. We need more of the great faith
of Abraham in these days of dark futures,
*aith to obey God and allow the future to
\e controlled by Him.
Will I decide for time or Eternitv? For
treasures on earth or treasures in Heaven?
Choosing by Christ's standard may mean
death by the world's standard. We are
taught to fear only "Him who will kill
both soul and body." In this matter, will
I choose ease of body or peace of soul?
There is no bliss on this side of Heaven to
compare with the peace of Soul which
comes by being completely in God's will.
The last question we would ask in revising our standard is, Is it right or is it
wrong? The simple teaching of the Sermon on the Mount is both clear as well as
practical. For the conscientious student of
the Bible, scriptures like; "Thou shalt not
kill," "Love your enemies," "Overcome
evil with good," "If a man sue thee at the
law and take away thy coat, let him have
thy cloke also," "Blessed are the peace-
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makers, for they shall be called the children of God," and "Vengeance is mine I
will repay saith the Lord," can mean nothing else than that the farther we stay from
war, the better will be our chances of promoting other scriptural doctrines.
To promote the peace witness in our
church, we need further to teach and practice peace. There is a fourfold application to this teaching and practice of peace.
1. Who shall practice it? Each one of
us as individuals. As salvation is an individual matter so the practice of peace aj
well is an individual matter.
2. Where shall I practice and teach it?
At home, in the family circle. This emphasis will reveal itself in the lives of our
children even in school. In the church
circle, charity and love are the real roots
of Non-resistance. The teaching program
in the Sunday School will be enhanced
when all Brethren in Christ teachers are
grounded in this Doctrine sufficiently well
to answer any questions on Non-resistance
and give proper clear instruction. The
minister's duty to teach in sermons, doctrinal instruction, as well as in converts
meetings is no small one.
3. When? All the time. A mother a r o u n i
home spoke very harshly and very unkindly to her child. One time they were, away
from horn^e during the day, and when it was
time for dinner, the mother went to the
door to call the child. "Come here, Honey"
she called.-. There was no response, she called again several times, with no response. It
was unusual for the child always responded immediately at home. Finally the child
came and when asked why she didn't come
immediately said, "I didn't know you were
calling me, mother, you never call me like
that at home."
4. How? By example. There is no better way to teach anything than by example.
Live it, and the witness will be clear.
If you want to be known as a child of
God, be a peacemaker. Non-resistance ii
peace at work, peace at work is love in
action.
If in our teaching program, Non-resistance is clear, and if after we are enlightened there is enough spiritual stamina to say
right is right regardless of the consequence, then we need have no fears for the
future of our peace testimony.
—Waynesboro, Pa.

In The Homeland
(Continued from page eleven}
During this quarter the Gosnel Words
and Music staff held five special meetings
in Llewellyn Mission, Eifht Scmare Chape'
Riddlesburg Mission, Volunteers of American Mission in Philadelnhia. and a prayer
meeting in a home in North Philadelnhia.
God gave us good services, good attendance
and a few souls.
The attendance in the chapel services
has increased some, yet the Sunday School
shows little improvement.
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The second week-end in March, the Women's Missionary Society conducted their
fourth Annual Missionary Conference. God
blessed greatly and gave the speakers great
liberty in speaking. Rev. Hubert Chalk,
Prison Worker for the Salvation Army,
gave us a picture of life in the Prisons and
also gave several instances of how God was
able to save the worst of criminals. Brother Chalk showed a volume of the New Testament and the Psalms written in long
hand by a converted prisoner, Sidney
Smith, while spending his time in prison.

Boyle. Ontario
We are glad to report that most of the
children who have been confined to their
homes on account of sickness are back to
Sunday School again. We missed them and
were made to think how dull this world
would be without them. We give God the
praise for taking care of them and bringing them all back again. Three children
as well as the mother and father of a family who lately moved into the community
are almost regular attendants. There is a
group of outside young folks attending the
Sunday evening services. We appreciate
new interest and pray that "seed" sown
may fall on fertile ground.
During the month the Gospel Team from
Ontario Bible School visited us and presented a Sunday morning service and Bro.
E a r l Bossert, Buffalo, N. Y. gave the message on a Sunday evening.
A car-load from here attended the annual Sunday School Convention where Bro.
Paul Comfort was delegate.
We are looking forward to our tent meeting in July and ask you to pray that it
might be all God would have it to be.

Sister Martha Sentz spoke on Home Mission Experiences; Rev. Irmen Tando, Deputation Secretary for the National Holiness Missionary Society, spoke on the work
of the society he was representing; and
Eld. and Sr. Walter Winger spoke on their
past work in Africa.
Visits made this quarter amounted to 111.
One baby was dedicated to the Lord. The
Crusaders gave out 3200 tracts in neighboring communities.
God gave us a gracious reception service
the first Sunday after Easter when Brother
and Sister Ben Watkins, Sister Elizabeth
Goodman and Sister Anna Stinson joined
the Church. Bishop Henry A. Ginder officated. The Holy Ghost was upon the place.
God bless you all who have prayed for and
contributed toward the Mission in a material way.
FIRST QUARTER FINANCIAL
liooal Receipts
Viola Miller
$ 14.50
May Kendal
2.00
Rebecca Schock
6.00
Mrs. Frank Friche
1.00
Sr. Alice Hess
6.00
Sr. Boss' S. S. Class
89
Mrs. McCullin
5.00
Grace Weaver
5.00
Chapel offerings
281.83
Total

$321.83
Church at l a r g e

A Friend
Manor-Pequea District
A Friend
Bro. & Sr. Simon Lehman
A Friend
Bro. & Sr. John Holtry
Chambersburg S. S
Bro. David Slagenweit
Bro. Ed. Rawn
Bro. Samuel Bert
A Friend
Sr. Martha
Cash
Relief Contribution

10.00
70.75
100.00
5.00
10.00
10.00
105.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
1.00
20.63
6.00
372.38

Grand total
Jan. 1, 1948 Deficit
Household Expenses
Sheets & Napkins (Wholesale)
Wringer for Washing Machine
Coal
Car Expenses
Electric
Gas
Telephone
Postage
Misc

$694.21
$193.93
244.73
40.30
8.75
111.00
29.84
24.10
5.51
11.39
1.0"
8.67

Expenditures plus Deficit
March 31, 1948 Bal. on hand

485.29
$679.22
14.99

$694.21
Benevolent Fund Report
Jan. 1, 1948—Balance Forwarded
$ 94.74
January, February & March Receipts.... 51.89
$149.68
Jan., Feb. & March Expenditures
132.16
March 31. 1948—Balance on hand
$ 17.52
We wish to express our sincere appreciation
to the following who donated foodstuffs and
provisions:
American Stores Co., Robert Stewart, Earl
& Ruth Lehman, Bro. & Sr. Simon Lehman,
Grace Hope, Sr. William J. Rosenberry, Sr.
Sophia Eggerter, Bro. & Sr. John Thompson,
Sr. Anthony Grosse, Bro. & Sr. Walter Winger
and Bro. & Sr. Samuel Bert.

Philadelphia Workers

Graterford, Pa.
We praise the Lord for His goodness to
us. Even though there are dark clouds
hanging over us, God's presence can be felt
very near.
Easter morning, Bishop E. J. Swalm was
with us and brought a glorious message of
hope.
April 4, was baby dedication Sunday.
Joan Ruth Hunsberger, Raymond Lehman
and Beth Tyson were dedicated to the Lord.
We pray that they may grow up to be men
and women for God.
We were happy to have the Male Chorus
present a program here at Graterford,
April 18. Many friend came in to enjoy
the singing with us.
Eld. and Sr. Walter Winger were with
us Sunday morning May 2, and gave very
interesting, talks on their work of many
years on the African field.
We ask those who know the value of
prayer to remember the ones in our congregation who are not well. We believe the
Lord is able to heal to the uttermost.
Mildred Buckwalter
Palmyra, Pa.
Bro. Simon Bohen preached to us from
the theme: The King's Business. It was a
very challenging sermon. On April 18 Bro.
Harvey Light, a guest minister, brought us
a message on. "Rewards"; it was encouraging and enlightening. Another message
entitled, "Seeking the Lost" was brought to
us on the evening of May 2, by our pastor.
During the Easter Season the Christian
Workers' Society gave us a study of The
Cross and the Sunday School presented^ a
short program on the Resurrection and its
glorious power. The month of April was
the continued theme of Prayer in the Christian Workers' Meetings.
On the evening of April 13 the Women's
Prayer Group had charge of the regular
Prayer Meeting. It was indeed an interesting service. In the near future various
others classes and organized groups will be
asked to sponsor the prayer-meeting for an
evening.
Our group acted as host to the Annual
Bible Conference on Sunday April 25. Rev.
Ben Thuma and Bish. Luke Keefer shared
that service with us on themes of: repentance, holiness, worship and the home. A
Palmyra Quartet and the Fairland Mixed
Chorus rendered excellent music during the
Conference,
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Christ A Winner of Souls
Newman
boy was kicking a small stone along
the road one day, and noticing that
it glittered, he picked it up and put it in
his pocket. The stone proved to be a large
diamond, and the finding of it led to the
discovery of the South African diamond
mines.
Such careless treatment was meted out
to the soul of man until Jesus revealed its
infinite worth. He lifted it out of the mud
and exclaimed, "Behold a diamond!" His
disciples brought Him bread, but He said,
"I have meat to eat that ye know not of."
And what was that meat? Winning the
soul of a harlot, thus doing the will of
God. He put forth in a little ship and ran
into a raging storm. Why? To save the
soul of a maniac! The greatest fool in
His eyes was a successful business man
who forgot his soul. One of His most
challenging questions was expressed in the
pregnant words, "What shall it profit a
man if he gain the whole world and lose
his own s o u l ? "
A man started life with a university education but sank to the gutter through drink
and was knocked down one d a y on the
London streets. When he was being examined by two doctors at the hospital, he
was conscious enough to hear one say to
the other in Latin, "Only common clay!"
"No, gentlemen," he said, "not common
clay, but a brother for whom Christ died!"
Ah! That is it! To Christ there was
no "common clay." The rags of the beggar, the disease of the leper, the immorality of the harlot, the insanity of the demon-possessed, even the hypocrisy of the
Pharisee, could not hide from the eye of
Christ the infinite value of the individual
soul. The more the soul was sunk in ignorance or vice, the greater was His desire to redeem it.
Christ could see the soul of man from
the vantage ground of eternity. He could
see it not only in actuality but in potentiality. He could see not only the depths
to which it could fall, but the heights to
which it could climb.
Christ's estimate of the value of the individual soul was the spring of His work
as a soulwinner. Jesus Christ is pictured

A

Saturday evening, May 1, the Ladies
Chorus from Grantham were our guests in
a full evening program.
May 2 a Mother's Day program entitled
The Hand that Rules the World was given
by the Christian Workers' group and Sunday morning May 9 the Young People's
Class of the Sunday School presented a
Mother's Day Program.
The Grantham Ensemble, Children's Day,
Father's Day and Bible School are future
special events that will be our privilege to
enjoy.

Watts
as a man seeking goodly pearls, and the
earnestness of His search has its incentive
in the value He placed on them. It is not
uncommon to hear soul-saving work decried by the use of the phrase "Casting
pearls before swine!" It is true that effort
very often seems wasted.
Indifference,
ridicule, contempt and opposition are so
common and persistent that there is a
temptation to throw up the work as a
thankless task.
Jesus, however, was urged to the work by
the power of a divine impulse. A more
compelling motive than mere love of humanity is demanded for soulwinning. Zeal
for soulwinning is rallied by a sense of
divine vocation, and humanly speaking
this surged in Jesus' breast from the time
when, at twelve years of age, He said to
His parents, "Wist ye not I must be about
My Father's business?"
This sense of commission from His
Father strengthened Him in His earthly
ministry in the face of persistent and
cruel opposition, rescued Him from the
hour of deep despair, urged Him onward
to the terrible, sad end. David Livingstone, William Carey, Wesley, Booth and
Spurgeon, and all the great soulwinners,
went forth under the impulse of such a
compelling commission from above, and
this is essential; none who attempts this
work can succeed without it.
Christ also exemplified the fact that
soulwinning was difficult work, demanding
the sacrifice of all He was and all He had.
Truly, "virtue went out of Him" whenever He came into contact with needy
souls. He constantly recharged His own
soul with divine power and strength in allnight prayer that He might rescue others
from the pit of sin and despair. Soulwinning requires qualities of delicacy and
skill and tact above the ordinary. It demands an alert mind, a loving heart, and
a persevering will. Christ brought every
necessary quality to the work and skimped
nothing. He used acts of kindness and
mercy to open the way to soulwinning. He
warned and wooed, He thundered and
whispered, according to need and circumstance.
Jesus Christ preached the Gospel. His
discourses were extremely attractive. He
knew the charm of parable and illustration.
Plain, blunt truth is rarely attractive. Like
nasty medicine, it is best administered with
the sugar of imagery and symbolism, metaphor and simile. Why do so few present
the message in beautiful and winsome
form? Why are so many preachers heavy,
dull, blunt and aggressive in their manner?
Why is John the Baptist preferred as a
pattern rather than Jesus Christ? Our
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Lord was hard on the religious hypocrites,
but always tender and simple to the common people.
' J o h n Wesley, asked once to address a
company of people, took as his text, "Ye
generation of vipers." It was suggested to
him that the discourse he chose was rather
inappropriate, and would have been better
preached before an audience of working
people. "I should have preached to them,"
replied Wesley, "from the text, 'Come unto
Me, all ye that labour . . . and I will give
you rest'."
Jesus Christ knew the necessity and
value of personal contact. John 3 and 4
are models of soulwinning conversations.
Tenderly He pierced the conscience. He
spake and lived so that people came to
Him. They felt He knew and understood
and cared. He was the magnet. The lost
sought Him and thereby were found of Him.
The nee^y cried out to Him and He was
always ready to hear and help. All real
soulwinners have at times emulated the
Lord here. Their lives and ministry have
have been such that people have been
drawn to them when in soul trouble. The
concern, tenderness and love of Jesus for
the sin burdened masses was plainly evident in His bearing among them and attitude to them. Everybody knew that the
Pharisees were religious, their phylacteries
and long prayers at the corners of the
streets showed that plainly; but nobody
went to them when they were in trouble.
With Jesus Christ it was different.
"He
could not be hid." The people thronged
to Him for healing and blessing.
The most beautiful picture of Jesus'
work of soul winning is given in the fifteenth chapter of Luke's Gospel: Here we
see the highest symbol of soulwinning sets
heaven ringing, the angels singing. It
makes the heart of Deity beat with delight
and spreads joy and gladness among men.
But it demands self-sacrificing love. It
demands the shepherd's love which risks
life and limb to save one wandering sheep;
the woman's love which goes down on its
knees and grovels in the dirt of human sin
and degradation in order to find the lost
treasure; the Father's love, willing to forgive and forget the erring prodigal's ingratitude and rebellion.
God puts a greater price upon the soul
of one sinner, the priceless blood of Jesus.
It demanded the mobilization of all the
forces of the Trinity to rescue man from
the dungeon of sin. God the Father's love,
God the Son's sacrifice and God the Holy
Spirit's power are united in the great work.
God has come from Heaven to earth to
rescue man's soul from the grip of the
great adversary. The gates have been
stormed, the prison doors opened, and it
now only remains for God's messengers to
go in and announce the message of liberty
and bring the prisoners out.—Revelation.
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News Gleanings
Protestants Awake
Survey of another American city, this
time Indianapolis, reveals some alarming
facts about our Protestant church loyalty
on the part of men.
1. Only 29.2 percent of all Protestant
churchmembers are men.
2. Laborers—who normally constitute 26
percent of the employed population—make
up 8.6 percent of Protestant church membership.
3. Between 1930 and 1945, Tndianapolis
grew by 15.6 percent; church membership
grew by 16 percent.
4. Sunday School population between
these years dropped 10.3 percent.
5. Only 31.4 percent of the city attends
Sunday morning services; only 6.9 percent
turn out at night.
6. An estimated 50,000 Protestants are
unreached by the churches.
The Power of the Old Hymns
The American Music Conference in Chicago reported the results of national survey
on family preference for recorded music.
From returns sent to a representative
4,537 U. S. families, the conference announced that 60.8 percent of the families
put religious music, particularly hymns,
first on their list. And churches above
concerts and theaters were credited as the
No. 1 outside factor in stimulating musical
interest.
Wouldn't it be nice if the folk who pro*
vide recordings for restaurants and other
public places would read this report?
Would Close Movies During Sunday
Night Church Hours
NASHVILLE, Tenn— (RNS)—A bill requiring picture shows to close on Sunday
nights during church hours is scheduled for
introduction in the Nashville City Council.
Councilman Pat Doyle announced he has
asked the city legal department to prepare
the bill. He plans for the bill also to prohibit "bank night" at the movies and to
establish a new movie censorship board.
The proposal for Sunday night closing
of the theaters is a result of the current
"See You in Church Sunday" campaign being conducted by Nashville churches. Doyle
said he believes "all city officials should
give full cooperation to the go-to-church
campaign."
The bill would require all theaters in the
city to be closed from 7 to 9 p. m. on Sundays.
"Several ministers have complained that
Sunday night movies are drawing members away from their churches," Doyle asserted.—Protestant Voice.
The Clock of Time Strikes
When the Union Jack flapped down
shortly after sunrise on May 14, there ended for Britain a burden they assumed with
imperial optimism thirty-one years ago, but
which had become a serious problem in re.
cent months. But for the Jews, the r e
moval of the British marked the hour on
their clock of prophecy. A few hours after
Sir Alan Gordon uunningham left the
docks at Haifa, 400 Jews gathered at the
Tel Aviv Museum. The thirteen men who
would rule the new Jewish state sat down
at a long table on a dais over which draped
flags with white stripes and a blue Star of
David. Then broke out the Zionist anthem,
"The ancient longing will be fulfilled, to
return to the land . . . of our fathers."
At exactly 4:00 p. m. David Ben-Gurion,
first prime minister of the Jewish state
proclaimed the establishment of the Jewish
State in Palestine to be called Israel, in

keeping with the ancient promise of the
angel (Genesis 32:28), "for as a prince
hast thou power with God and with men,
and hast prevailed."
Release Time Reactions
Councils of Religious Education are
either ignoring the threat of the recent
Champaign, Illinois, case decision and going on with their "released time" programs,
or they are sitting tight to see what comes
out of it. In Easton, Pa., the matter resolved itself into a test case in the courts.
In Roanoke, Va., where a program very
similar to that of Champaign, 111., the authorities are in no hurry to scrap a program involving 3,000 grade-school pupils.
In Minnesota released-time classes continue,
also in North Carolina. And in Los Angeles
pupils are still leaving school for forty minutes a week for religious instruction.
Chicago «5ontinues Released Time Program
City pupils in Chicago will continue to
leave school an hour early one day a week
to attend religious instruction classes in
.nearby churches despite the opinion of the
state superintendent of public instruction
that such a practice violates the U. S. Supreme Court decision in the Champaign
ease.
Local Option on the Move
Blatant advertising and selling of liquor
has set in a reaction that the alcoholic interests may fear. A recently published
Christian Herald list of decisions on the
wet-dry conflict are as follows,
In 1927 Local Option elections were held
in twenty-two states with the following results :
205 dry units voted dry; this was no
change.
244 wet units voted wet; no change here
either.
254 wet units voted dry.
26 dry units voted wet.
622 units voted dry; their previous status
we do not know.
In 1947, the drys won 1081 of the elections, the wets won 732, and there were
four tie votes. Since repeal, there have
been 22,286 local option elections; the drys
won in 13,600 of them.
Where Are Homes For The World's D.P.s?
One of the tragic unsettled aftermath
problems of the recent world war is what
to do with the D.P.'s, those unfortunate
wanderers over the face of Europe who
have nowhere to lay their heads. Our own
congress takes three viewpoints, conflict
over which delays any solution on a large
scale of the future of these unfortunates.
These three answers have been expressed
as follows, (1) We should throw the gates
of our homeland wide open and let them in
without stint or counting; (2) We should
pass no legislation whatever to aid the D.
P.'s; (3) We should offer a limited sanctuary. The serious matter is that while we
debate the issue, "Who will take them in?"
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Economic Corporation listing possible homes
for the world's D.P.'s. This survey urges
the placement of vast numbers of these
peoples in sparsely settled regions of the
world's area by both private and governmental assistance, or both. The report
points out that resettlement and emigration
must be placed upon a business basis, so
that every settlement is started as a selfliquidating enterprise. The survey also
takes into cognizance the obvious hazards
such as racial or economic conflicts with
natives and points out that costs would
vary greatly depending upon the country
settled.
List Opportunities
By localities, the various resettlement opportunties outlined by the REC are:
AFRICA: Best opportunities exist in
South-West Africa, now under mandate to
the Union of South Africa, and Madagascar (French island) with the Cameroons
and Libya (Cyrenaica) next. Madagascar
requires irrigation and flooding, but much
of sparsely settled South-West Africa can
be cultivated without irrigation.
CENTRAL AMERICA: Costa Rica, Panama, and Honduras each can care for 150,000 to 200,000, and Panama possibly can
absorb 1,000,000 eventually. Possibilities
exist for 10,000 to 20,000 each in Nicaragua, British Honduras, and Guatemala.
The Dominion Republic has two areas
ready for immediate colonization by 28,500
families.

Palestine Is Middle East Key
MIDDLE EAST: This area possesses
potentialities for a great renaissance if the
Palestine problem can be solved peacefully.
Palestine ultimately can care for two and
a half times its population and Syria three
times its people. The fertile valley of the
Tigris-Euphrates in Iraq, if developed by
hydro-electric power and irrigation, could
support 30 million instead of its present
3 3/4 million and raise the living standards
of all the Arab peoples. It is possible even
now to acquire irrigable land there at onefifth the cost in Palestine.
CANADA: This nation has at least 187,000 large farms ready for settlement without irrigation and 37,500 80 acre plots if
irrigation works are built. Economists say
the country conservatively could absorb
39,000 immigrants annually for 15 years.
Mexican Area Available
L O W E R CALIFORNIA (MEXICO):
Only 191,000 of 1,324,000 irrigable acres in
the delta region of the Colorado river have
been cleared. Boulder Dam impounds sufficient water to irrigate all and support 85,000
people. Other portions, if irrigated, could
support 140,000.
SOUTH AMERICA: Venezuela offers
immediate possibilities for 250,000 families.
Ecuador can take a somewhat smaller number. Irrigated lands in northeastern Brazil
could take many. Bolivia has possibilities
for two settlements of 500 and 550 settlers.
AUSTRALIA: This continent can support to its advantage almost double its
present population of 7 million and is seeking immigrants. Northeastern New Guinea
and New Caledonia also offer possibilities.
Survey Suggests Homes for the
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS: The Bukidnon
World's D.Ps'.
In the May 24 issue of the Chicago Daily plateau on Mindanao offers a specific proTribune appeared a survey by the Refugee ject of 250,000 acres for 10,000 immigrants.
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